Application for Language Test (English, German, French or Spanish)¹

Application for exam at the Language Department (applicable only for: Italian or Russian language)²

Successfully passed language test during selection procedure organized by VSE for bachelor/master exchange programme³

Enrolment in the English taught degree programme at VSE⁴

Other (specify)……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

¹ Language test is planned on Thursday, March 8, 2018. The time will be announced on webpage ozs.vse.cz. Alternative date/time is not possible!

Language test is applicable only for students, who cannot submit any other certificate of language knowledge in selection procedure for master exchange in AY 2018/19.

² Exam has to be done at Department of Romance Languages or at Department of Russian Language. Exam at the Language Department has to be done by Thursday, March 8, 2018 at the latest.

Exam at the Language Department is applicable only for students, who cannot submit any other certificate of language knowledge in selection procedure for master exchange in AY 2018/19.

³ Applicable only for selection procedure organized by VSE for bachelor exchange programme since AY 2015/2016. (For Spanish language - bachelor exchange programme since AY 2017/2018.) And for selection procedure organized by VSE for master exchange programme since AY 2017/2018.

⁴ Applicable only for degree programmes fully taught in English at VSE listed here.